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Where technology meets expertise

How your long-term data strategy can 
increase the value of your clinical asset
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Setting up and running a clinical trial is an exciting, time-consuming and expensive 
activity. Success is driven by attention to detail and the thoughtful application of 
energy to the study. Typically, it is the clinical aspects of the study where most 
time is consumed and money spent, thus it attracts most of the attention. 

Start with the end in mind

But wait, step back and think, why is the study being conducted? Answer: to collect data from 
the clinic, analyze it and assemble it with data from other studies into a package for regulatory or 
licensing purposes. After all the dust has settled, the database is locked, documents archived and 
all is brought to a close, it is the data that truly matters, and more importantly, what happens to 
that data as the clinical development of a compound reaches each milestone. 

The moment you decide that a clinical program needs to be conducted (typically two or more 
studies), stand back and think about the end of the program. As the old cliché goes, “Start with 
the end in mind.” How are you going to collect and assemble the consolidated clinical trial data 
so that it meets or exceeds the expectations of your eventual customer - a regulator, prospective 
licensing partner or investor? 

This article looks at the answer to this question by comparing outsourcing models and making 
some practical suggestions regarding CRO partner utilization and strategy.
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Reducing the risk of delays and increased costs

Clinical development programs today are producing much more data from the clinic and analytical 
laboratory than ever before. A “mission critical” challenge is consolidating data from different 
studies/sources and having it readily available for regulatory scrutiny, insight and signal analysis 
throughout the clinical development program. 

Preventing time and cost delays at the end of a program. 

The creation of a consolidated database across studies can be addressed from the start of the 
program and help to avoid the scramble at the end of the program to pull everything together, 
conduct analyses and create summaries, inevitably in haste. In order to avoid worry and concerning 
quality issues, it’s best to try not to follow the well-worn path of storing up the worst problems 
till the end, when time is in shortest supply! As specialists in clinical data and analytics, Cmed 
understands that data-related problems are typically dealt with reactively, resulting in costly 
changes to database structures, re-monitoring data and protocol amendments. Therefore, a fresh, 
proactive approach is taken with customers to develop a bespoke data strategy upfront. 

The issue of data integration crops up much earlier in the development program as safety and 
efficacy updates are required, often at very short notice.

Sponsor leadership have a responsibility to be able to say exactly what has happened across 
their clinical development program at short notice, not study-by-study but for the test compound 
overall. Immediate, routine access to consolidated data in real time across the study program 
makes the information flow/urgent update/milestone data analysis timely and of gold standard 
quality and integrity.

A fresh, proactive approach is taken with customers to 
develop a bespoke data strategy upfront.

Reduce execution risk in studies

There are execution risks at site and study levels, but in this context, it is intended to consider 
strategic/program level risk management. This oversight approach can quickly help Sponsors 
understand if the patient type intended is being recruited at the site and provide the ability to pick 
up on the need for possible protocol amendments early (e.g., to address inclusion and exclusion 
criteria or safety concerns). Thus, Sponsors can reduce execution risk by having their own study 
data available in real time by using one specialized CRO as the Functional Service Provider (FSP) 
for all data management and analytical activities. As the cliché goes, “Trust but verify. “

This approach should not be seen as duplicating the work of a clinical CRO, rather it is the Sponsor 
reviewer who is concerned with the ‘big picture’ management of the program that a CRO working on 
an individual study cannot provide. The oversight can be done in some cases programmatically, but 
to re-emphasize, it should be conducted in an oversight manner as distinct from site management/
monitoring. 
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It is also possible to substitute site visit monitoring with remote monitoring. The COVID-19 
pandemic at the start of 2020 gave rise to the need for remote trial management and a wealth of 
new technologies to enable remote monitoring of patient data. 

With this major catalyst for change, Cmed has quickly adapted with Clinical Trials 2.0 which 
provides trial Sponsors with one integrated technology platform, known as encapsia®, to collect, 
review, and share relevant data from site systems, patient-home systems and other external 
sources in real time. The appropriate blend of data and analytics experts and innovative clinical 
technologies now gives Sponsors the ability to monitor data quality, track study progress and 
site performance irrespective of the data source. In another article by Cmed entitled, The secret 
to achieving a smarter long-term clinical data strategy, we explore a multitude of advantages and 
efficiencies that occur when partnering with a CRO who specializes in data and analytics.

Best use of finite funds and money

Small and medium-sized biopharma are masters at making the most of the money available. 
For example, an investigator-led study can produce excellent mechanistic data, cost effectively. 
Equally, some smaller studies can be conducted in less sophisticated markets by local CROs at a 
fraction of the cost of a big CRO running a global study. In both cases, the key to success is control 
of the studies by having independent access to the clinical data in real time to know exactly what 
is happening study-wide, at the site and patient level. Sponsors can stretch the funds available 
and limit their risks by keeping their clinical data current on one platform, while also keeping “the 
end in mind.”
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Conclusion
A specialist data and analytics CRO can make all the difference
Since the product of any clinical trial is data, it proves advantageous for Sponsors, particularly 
small or medium-sized companies, to “think with the end in mind.” Additionally, throughout the 
trial journey, having a specialized data and analytics CRO partner who you can rely on to devote 
sufficient resources with the right expertise and experience is of the utmost importance. Cmed 
Data & Analytics removes the burden right from the start to help you achieve clean data, solid 
working relationships, good communications and effective coordination. Ultimately reducing 
risks, delays and costs, and increasing the value of your program to your end customer. This is 
what makes the difference and all with the end in mind.

The whole clinical program is greater than the sum of its parts 
(Component studies)

Models of CRO engagement

There are various strategies that Sponsors use to collect and manage clinical data from studies 
and across studies. The classic “Big Pharma” solution is to have a central data group that takes 
data from its own clinical group or partner CROs and carefully integrates the data/data structures 
as the clinical program proceeds so that there are fewer bumps in the road as data integration 
and dossier preparation takes place. The Sponsor focus is on the efficient development of a 
portfolio of drugs and in-house resource is one solution to drive data standards and address 
consistency/pinch point issues. Alternatively, it is possible to take this model and outsource the 
central data collection/management/analytical role on a project-by-project or therapeutic area-
by-therapeutic-area basis. 

The latter approach is one variety of FSP. The benefit is that the central coordination is undertaken 
by a group focused on delivering the final product - the product dossier or licensing package. In 
contrast, many emerging or mid-size biopharma companies approach product development with 
small budgets and maybe only one or two candidate molecules to develop. Their focus tends 
to be short term and driven by meeting the next funding milestone. These pressures lead them 
to turn to a single vendor to manage all aspects of their clinical trials to include recruitment, 
monitoring, and site management, as well as data management, statistics and analytics (mostly 
selecting different full-service vendors for different trials to prevent “having all their eggs in one 
basket.”)

The rationale for choosing this full-service outsourcing model is augmented by convenience. 
Contracting and oversight is simplified, and Sponsors have just one “finger to point” should issues 
arise. The approach however is flawed as it can miss out on key elements, increase execution risk 
and promotes inefficiencies. In addition, it omits the vital central role that “Big Pharma” utilize, 
specifically to make sure that processes work to produce the final dossier/package summaries. One 
solution available to emerging or mid-size biopharma companies is to use FSP more strategically, 
hire one CRO, particularly one with data and analytics expertise and sophisticated technology to 
do all the data collection/management and analysis - effectively becoming the in-house data and 
analytics group. Problem easily solved.
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Get in touch with us today to discuss your upcoming 
clinical trial data needs and receive more information 
around the strategy promoted by this article.
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